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ABSTRACT 
Given a von Neumann regular element a id an element j in the Jacobson 
radical J(R) of a ring R with unity, a necessary and sufficient condition is given for 
a + j to be von Neumann regular. Moreover, the Moore-Penrose invertibility and 
group invertibility of the element a + j are considered. An application is given for 
matrices over semiprimary SBI rings. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a ring with unity and with Jacobson radical J(R). In this paper 
we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for a + j to be von Neumann 
regular, Moore-Penrose invertible, or group invertible, with a respectively 
von Neumann regular, Moore-Penrose invertible, or group invertible, and j 
an element of J(R). The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence 
of these generalized inverses are complete analogues of, and all expressions 
for these generalized inverses extend, the classical expression (a + j) _ ’ = 
(l+ a - ‘j) - ‘a - ‘. These results provide a positive response to a concern of 
Hartwig and Shoaf [3] in the case of the ring of upper triangular matrices. 
For another previous result see [7], in which the ring of formal power series is 
considered. 
We also show that matrices over lccal rings, artinian rings, and more 
generally over semiprimary SBI rings are of the form PEQ + J, with P, Q 
invertible, E an idempotent and J a matrix with elements in J(R). The main 
result of the paper is then applied to characterize the generalized invertibility 
of matrices over these rings. 
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RESULTS 
An element a of a ring R is called von Neumann regular if the equation 
axu = a has one or more solutions. A common solution of the equations 
uxa = a, xux = x is denoted by ii, and the set of all solutions by a { 1,2}. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let R be a ring with unity, and J(R) its Jacobson 
radical. If a is a von Neumann regular element of R and j an element of 
J(R), then a + j is von Neumann regular iff 
for some ii. In that case, all elements of (a + j){1,2} are of the fm 
-(l+Zj)-‘(l-&))[b+c-b(a+j)c](l-aii)(l+jii)-’ 
for elements b, c in R. 
Proof. Remark first that, for all ii, (1+ Zj)-’ exists, since iij belongs to 
J(R). 
Suppose (l-a&)j(l+iij)-‘(l-&2)=0 or j(l+~j)~l&=j(l+~j)-l 
- ~j(l+Gj)-l+~j(l+Gj)-‘iia. In that case, (l+iij)-‘ii belongs to 
(a + j){l,Z}. Indeed, 
(a+j)(l+Cj)-‘C(a+ j)=a(l+Cj))-‘ia+ j(l+cj))-‘cj 
+a(l+cZj)-‘cij’+ j(l+c2j’)-‘& 
=U(l+cZj)-‘c5a+ j(l+Gj))-‘cfTj+a(l+(zj)-l&j 
+ j(l+ 6j)j)-‘- tij(l+ rZj)-l+ &j(l+ cj)-‘& 
= a(l+ &j)(l+ Cj) -‘cia + j(l+ cYj))-‘(&j +1) 
+U[(l+cij)-‘Cj-Cj(l+Cj)-‘1 
=a+j, 
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using the fact that iij commutes with (l+ iij) and therefore also with 
(l+iij)-‘. Since 5(1+ jG)=(l+iij)ii and so (l+iij)-%=ii(l+ jii)-‘, 
we obtain 
(l+ Gj)-‘i?(u + j)(l+ iij))’ ii=(l+iij)-‘&(a+ j)a(l+ jd))’ 
= (l+ iij))‘(l+ iij)ii(l+ jii))’ 
= ii(l+ jii))‘. 
Conversely, suppose a + j = (a + j)t(a + j) for some t in R. Then 
a(l+iij)+(l-&)j= [(l+ jii)a+ j(l-ti)]t[u(l+iij)+(l-&)j]. 
Multiplying on the right by (l+ iij)-‘(l- ti) and on the left by (l- ti) 




(l-u&)(1+ j&)-‘(l-&)=(l--ti)[l-(l+ ja))‘j6](1-&)=1-u& 
and 
(l+jd)-‘j= j(l+iij))‘, 
which follows from 
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This shows that the element (l- aii)j(l+ ~?j)>-~(l- ~?a) of the Jacobson 
radical is von Neumann regular, so it must be zero. 
It is well known (see [l]) that aU elements of (a + j){ 1,2} are given by 
F3+[1-(UGl(a+ j)]b(u+ j)(uXj) 
+(u%)(u+ j)c[l-(a+ j)(u+] 
+[l-G+(u+ j)]b(u+ j)c[l-(a+ j)(u+]. 
Substituting G= (1 + Ej) - ‘ii and taking into account that 
l-(l+iij)-‘E(u+ j)=(1+iij)p’(1-&2), 
l-(U+ j)ii(l+ jii)-‘=l- jLi(1-t jii)p’-ud(l+jiZp’ 
=(l+ jii)-‘-&(l+ jii)-’ 
=(l-uZ)(l+ jii)-‘, 
(u + j)(l+iij)- ‘ii=l-(l-&)(1+ ja)-‘, 
(l+iij)-‘ii(u+ j)=l-(l+Ej)-‘(l--&z), 
we obtain the desired form. n 
REMARK. If the ring R is commutative, then the necessary and sufficient 
condition becomes (1 - uii) j = 0. 
Let * be an involution on a ring R with unity. Then, for ail elements a 
and b of R, we have (a*)* = a, (a + b)* = a* + b*, and (ub)* = b*u*. An 
element a of the ring R is said to have a Moore-Penrose inverse (with respect 
to *) iff the set of equations uxu = a, xax = x, (ax)* = ax, and (xu)* = xu 
has a (unique) solution, denoted by u’. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let R be a ring with unity, involution *, and Jacobson 
radical J(R). Zf a is an element of R with Moore-Penrose inverse a ‘, and j an 
element of J( R), then a + j has a Moore-Penrose inverse iff 
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In that case, 
in which 
p=(l+at*j*)-l +*a* a 3 (l- aa+)(l+ja+)~l. 
Proof. Suppose (1- uu’)j(l+ a+j)-l(l- a’a) = 0 then, by Proposition 
1, the expression for (a + j)+ is a common solution for (a + j)r(a + j) = a + j 
and x(a + j)x = x. Indeed, take 
b = j*a+*(l+ j*a+*)-l(l- h)-l(l+a+j))la+, 
c = a+(l+ ja+)-l(l-p))-l(l+ a+*j*)-‘u+*j*, 
where X and p are the given expressions. It remains to prove that (a + j)’ 
(a + j) and (a + j)(a + j)’ are symmetric with respect to *, which can be 
shown by straightfonvard calculation; see also [4]. 
The converse follows from Proposition 1 and the fact that the Moore- 
Penrose inverse is a von Neumann regular inverse. n 
An element a of a ring R is said to have a group inverse iff the set of 
equations uxu = a, xux = x, and ax = xa has a (unique) solution, denoted by 
a*. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let R be a ring with unity and Jacobson radical J(R). 
lf a is an element of R with group inverse a# and j un element of J( R), then 
a + j has a group inverse iff 
In that case 
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6 = (l+ afLj)-lo#j(l- aa#)(l+ ja*)-‘. 
Proof. In the same way as Proposition 2; see [4]. 
REMARKS. 
(1) In the particular case that a is invertible, A, p, v, and 6 become zero 
and the well-known expression (a + j) - ’ = (1 + a - ‘j) - ‘a - ’ is obtained. 
(2) In the particular case of a ring with a nil Jacobson radical, the 
inverses of elements of the form 1 + a and 1- (Y can be calculated using the 
expressions (l+a)-‘=~.i~,(-l)“~’ and (l-c~)-‘=~~~,cy’, for all a be- 
longing to J(R). 
APPLICATION 
LEMMA. Every m by n matrix over a completely primary ring R is 
equivalent with a matrix of the fnm 
in which J is a block matrix over the Jacobson radical. 
Proof. Let A be an m by n matrix over a completely primary ring. Then 
(see PI) 
A=A,+A,, 
where the components of A,, are invertible or zero and the components of 
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A, are in the Jacobson radical. The classical algorithm of reducing a matrix 
over a division ring can now be used to construct matrices P and Q such that 
in which A, denotes an m by n matrix over the Jacobson radical. The matrix 
A2 appears because we have to make sums of invertible elements that can 
belong to the Jacobson radical. 
Therefore, there exist invertible matrices P and Q such that 
PAQ=(l,’ ;)+(;; ;) 
~6th Jij block matrices over the Jacobson radical. If now 
T= 
then 
with J a block matrix over the Jacobson radical. W 
COROLLARY 1. A will be von Neumann regular iff A is equivalent with 
a matrix of the fm 
Indeed, if .I is not square, then make it square by adding zero columns of 
zero rows. This square matrix remains a matrix over the Jacobson radical and 
will be von Neumann regular iff J is. Since the only von Neumann regular 
square matrix over the radical is zero, we obtain that .I wiLl be von Neumann 
regular iff J is zero. 
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COROLLARY 2. The Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix over a completely 
primary ring can be computed as in [6]. 
THEOREM. Every m by n matrix over a semiprimay SBI ring R is 
equivalent with a matrix of the form 
(: :)+( YD Y)(:; )( YD :i 
in which D is an ia’empotent diagonal matrix and Ii, i = 1,2,3,4, are block 
matrices over the Iacobson radical of R. 
Proof. By Theorem 2 of Section III.9 of [2], there exist idempotents e, of 
R such that 
R = 6 eiRei + S. 
i=l 
e,Re, has the form of a fnll matrix ring over a completely primary ring, and S 
is in the Jacobson radical of R. If A is a matrix over R, then 
A= &Ai+J, 
i=l 
with A, an m by n matrix over a full matrix ring over a completely primary 
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with A” = $ and Ji a matrix over the Jacobson radical of eiRei. Therefore 
i 
i pi A&g,=& i i 
1 
+ iI,> 
i=l i=l i=l 0 
j=l 
\ 0 
in which Cl3 ,?= l.Ii is a matrix over the Jacobson radical of Cl3 ,?= ,e,Re, and 
therefore also over the Jacobson radical of R. So there exist invertible 
matrices P’ and Q’ over R such that 
PfAQ’=(y ;)+(;; ;) 
with D2= D = diag(d, ... d, 0 **- 0) for some di of R, and Jij block 
matrices over the Jacobson radical of R. 
From 
P’AQ’= w+%)+o-mJl2 42 
J 21 A!2 
follows, after right multiplication with 
(l+DIn>-’ (I+ DJ,,)-‘I,, 
0 1 
and left multiplication with 
G= 
[1+(1- D)I,,(l+ DIJ’] -’ o 
-J&+DJ,l)-l[l+(l- D)JI1(l+ DJJ’]-1 1 ’ 
that 
GP’AQ’F=(f ;)+(; ;) 




x [1+(1- q&,(1+ q-‘1 -l, 
we obtain 




GP’AQ’F=(i ;)+( liD ;)(:; ;)(‘;” ;), 
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which shows that there exist invertible matrices P, Q, an idempotent matrix 
E and a matrix J over l(R) such that 
PAQ=E+(l-E)J(l-E). 
COROLLARY 3. The only von Neumann regular m by n matrices A over a 
semiprimary SBZ ring are such that the square matrix 
A or (A 0) or t 
( 1 
is of the form 
in which D2 = D = diag(d, - - - d, 0 . . . 0), and P and Q are invertible 
matrices. 
Indeed, noting that A is von Neumann regular iff (A 0) is von Neumann 
is von Neumann regular, we see that the square matrix 
A or (A 0) or t 
( 1 
is equivalent with a matrix of the form E + (1 - E)J(l - E) and will be 




COROLLARY 4. The Moore-Penrose inverse of a matrix over a senzi- 
primary SBZ ring can be computed as in [5]. 
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